
Audience Based
Advertising Solutions

A PRESENTATION FOR:

Harley Davidson Motorcycle Company



Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

The MJS is a cornerstone within the 
Southeastern Wisconsin area and has a 

nationally recognized brand like no 
other. Strong and loyal readership and 

award winning news content!

Power Reach

Power Reach is a total saturation insert 
program that reaches subscribers of the 

MJS and mailed to non-subscribers 
through Shop NOW – Highly effective 

targeting opportunity!

JSOnline

Whether your ideal consumers is on 
desktop, mobile or tablet – JSOnline can 
reach them all! Highly engaging content 

news site with over 40 million page 
views each month!

Email Marketing

Reach you a custom targeted audience 
with one of the most effective 

advertising outlets or reach a niche 
audience with through

e-newsletters advertising!

Video

Put your video commercials to an even 
better use by displaying them on a 

highly visited and credible site –
JSOnline!

SEM & SEO

We’re here to serve and help you get a 
new website that ranks better on search 

engines and works for your business! 
Your brand online is our focus and we 
can help you establish a solid online 

web presence!
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What we’ve learned about your business:

• Harley-Davidson has been a cornerstone in the market 113 years.

• Harley-Davidson is hyper-engagement with local community.

• Harley-Davidson is committed to charitable giving and sponsorship.

• Harley-Davidson is a well-known and trusted brand locally and nationally.

• Harley-Davidson products are locally manufactured.



What we’re here to help with:

• MJS has the ability to take your brand, messaging, story 
and product and put that information in front of an in-
market, target audience that is unique to Harley 
Davidson.

• Our goal is to help Harley Davidson gain more foot traffic 
to their store and museum while at the same time 
generating new and engaged traffic to their website 
today!

• We have the ability to communicate Harley Davidson’s 
brand to the greater Milwaukee and surrounding areas 
and generate immediate awareness and excitement 
around new product launches, events and promotions as 
we reach the largest audience both in print and online!
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Our Strategy for growth - how consumers find you:

• Harley Davidson host a Bike Ride event that will have plenty of ideal target 
buyers in market that day that we are going to target and re-target!

• Harley Davidson has an affluent demographic composing of both blue collar 
and white collar working males that are between 30 – 60 that are ideal for 
targeting effective campaign messaging to

• This demographic is local, interested in local news content, local happenings 
and as a whole concerned and involved about their local community.

• This demographic is also more likely to view the MJS Business, News and 
Weather page as it’s important for them as they select days to ride their bikes 
to work!
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Source: Scarborough: Milwaukee, WI DMA 2014 Market/Release2

48% to 52%
Male vs. Female Readers

$74k
Average annual household 

income

36%
Employed
Full-Time

(remaining part time)

64%
Some college education

544,000
Sunday Readers

186,727
Sunday Home Delivery

346,868
Weekday Readers

109,291
Weekday Home Delivery
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STATS & DEMOS
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JSOnline Visitors by Age 72%

28%
Male

Female

65%
14%

21%
Desktop

Phone

Tablet

6.58 Minutes 29
Million

Overall Monthly Average 
JSOnline Pageviews

90k
Thousand

Email Subscriber Database

5.2
Million

Overall Monthly Average 
JSOnline Unique Visitors

Average time spent on 
JSOnline per Unique Visitor

Source: Google Analytics, Brightcove, YouTube
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Additional slide for maps, stats,
specs and additional information
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Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Advertising Solutions

The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel still possess an 

extremely loyal audience that composes of a variety 

for unique different niches and genre’s that are 

relevant to your industry and interested in your 

products and services. Maintaining a prominent and 

consistent presence within the Milwaukee Journal 

Sentinel increases local and regional brand 

awareness and builds confidence within the local 

market about your business and value that you can 

offer to the masses.
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Power Reach
Advertising Solutions

With the unique and granular targeting capabilities 

with our Power Reach program you can choose 

virtually any geo, demo, city or county to promote 

your business services and products to. Power Reach 

is a highly effective tangible way to increase the 

amount of segmented audience views and bring 

traffic to your establishment instantly!
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Shop NOW
Advertising Solutions

With a  distribution of over 525,000 - Shop NOW is 

one of the area’s largest distribution news and 

advertising publications in the state of Wisconsin! It’s 

an excellent weekly publication that is highly read 

and engaging for a variety of consumers within the 

greater Milwaukee and surrounding areas! Being a 

part of Shop NOW gives you the significant advantage 

of being in front of a large audience immediately to 

generate traffic to your door and / or website!
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Spadea
Advertising Solutions

Throughout the year there are always larger, more 

significant events that will need additional attention 

and audience engagement! A Spadea is an excellent 

way to generate awareness and highly augment the 

amount of engaged local consumers due to it’s 

premium positioning and unique layout! Excellent 

way to generate traffic both in store and online! 

Awesome, high value advertising that actually wraps 

around the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel Newspaper! 
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Niche Sections
Advertising Solutions

Throughout the year MJS produces and publishes 

very valuable content related to our local community 

and local happenings that are extremely relevant and 

highly read by our subscribers – taking advantage of 

putting your brand next to this highly read content 

allows local consumers to not only discover your 

unique offerings and attributes but establishes your 

business as highly credible, local and interested in 

their business as local buyers!
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Community NOW
Advertising Solutions

Community NOW is hyper local and focused on 

delivering high value, credible local news and 

information to the surrounding villages, towns and 

areas of the greater Milwaukee area. Community 

NOW offers you the chance to reach an audience 

within an immediate 15 – 20 mile radius of your 

establishment(s) with high impact premium ad 

positioning next to local content that is relevant to 

the local consumers that can benefit most from you 

services and / or products!
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Community NOW Online
Advertising Solutions

In addition to our print publication, Community NOW 

offers a variety of premium online digital display 

placement opportunities for you to take advantage 

of! By becoming a premier sponsor on your local 

Community NOW sites compliments your additional 

advertising efforts and displays your business on a 

website that receives thousands of hyper local, niche 

consumers each month!
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Lake Country NOW Online
Advertising Solutions

Lake Country NOW has an excellent, “in-market” 

readership and subscriber base and is published both 

in print and online! This content allows you to reach 

readers in the Lake Country Wisconsin market at a 

highly targeted level and positions your business in 

front of hyper local readers that are loyal, committed 

and very interested in their local community and 

surrounding area!
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Special Sections
Advertising Solutions

Special sections are a great way to combine your 

brand message advertising to premium, high quality 

exclusive content! MJS produces over 40+ special 

sections throughout the year each with it’s own 

unique coverage and content that is highly read by 

local consumers as it typically pertains and affects 

them as local buyers! Great opportunity to gain 

market share both in advertising and participation!
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Adscapes
Advertising Solutions

Adscapes and sections fronts and unique and creative 

ways to display your brand adverting and messaging 

to an “in-market”, engaged audience interested in 

your products and services today! Without disrupting 

content too much, Adscapes are almost placed in 

guaranteed viewable ad positions that and provide a 

compelling and inspiring form of in-article advertising 

that can be displayed beautifully and also increase 

traffic to your establishment!
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Metroparent
Advertising Solutions

Metroparent has been a premier magazine and 

online publication parenting resource for  over 30 

years! It’s a niche marketing reaching primarily 

parents and women between the ages of 25 – 44 

with a household income level of $75k annually! Very 

important segment rich with “in-market” buyers and 

decision makers who want to do business locally and 

regionally and are wanting to know more about you!
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JSOnline.com
Advertising Solutions

JSOnline is Milwaukee’s largest premium local news 

content resource guide that covers everything that 

affects the lives and community of local and regional 

area consumers! It receives over 40 million page 

views each month and reaches virtually any target 

audience – being tied to that content in front of your 

most ideal, niche consumer gives your ample 

opportunity to seize the viewership and website 

traffic of in market buyers whom are in driving 

distance of your establishment and who want to do 

business with you today!



Premium Takeovers
Advertising Solutions

JSOnline provides a variety of different ad placement 

combinations that we can offer to you as Premium 

Takeovers! You’ll be highly visible and exclusive on 

some of our most highly read sections fronts on 

JSOnline virtually guaranteeing that you’ll not only 

drive immediate traffic to your site but generate 

massive brand awareness for your establishment 

instantly!
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JSOnlinePushdowns
Advertising Solutions

JSOnline offers a variety of unique digital ad 

positioning and placements. The User Initiated and 

Auto Expanding “Pushdowns” combines high visibility 

with animated and rich media to deliver a cohesive 

advertising display that has a dominant presence on 

the pages of jsonline and shouts your brand and 

promotion to an engaged reader and potentially a 

local buyer!



News Watch Sponsorship
Advertising Solutions

Our New Watch sponsorship digital advertising 

opportunity will give you premium ad placement with 

100% exclusive sponsorship to just your branding 

message! News Watch puts your business front and 

center of high quality local content that is hyper local 

and relevant for our online readers and subscribers!
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Mobile Site, App & Tablet
Advertising Solutions

Mobile and tablet advertising on JSOnline.com helps 

you get in front of “in-market” buyers quickly and 

effectively! Our readers are already highly engaged in 

print and online and now you have the ability to reach 

them “on-the-go” with mobile! With our premium 

display and placement on our mobile site and app you 

promote your business brand and message in front of 

your ideal target audience while they are viewing high 

value content related to their community within driving 

distance of your establishment!
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Geo Fencing & IP Targeting
Advertising Solutions

Geo Fencing and IP Targeting helps you promote your 

business offers and promotions to an immediate 

audience within a close proximity of your business! 

We’ll help you target and re-target consumers whom 

have either walked into your establishment or are 

located within any given radius of your establishment 

on a network of high value and credible websites 

unique to your target audience!
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Video
Advertising Solutions

JSOnline offers a combination of unique video 

advertising placement through the website that is 

highly visible and tied to high quality content! This 

video placement ads consist of in-read, in-board and 

pre-roll advertising that is displayed on various pages 

in front of a highly engaged audience ready to do 

business with you! Video advertising is a great way to 

tell your story, promote your offers and enage with a 

niche, “in-market” group of buyers and decision 

makers daily!
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Native Advertising
Advertising Solutions

Native Advertising is an excellent way for you to 

position your business as an industry leader expert to 

the masses and also generate traffic that is of high 

value and extremely engaged. Native Advertising 

helps you display content during important industry 

seasons and helps engaged users better understand 

the buying process for your industry so that they can 

make informed decisions that will ultimately lead 

them right to you!
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Audience Extension
Advertising Solutions

Reach your audience during all levels of the buying 

funnel with our Audience Extension network 

capabilities! A targeted audience extensions network 

campaign helps your reach your ideal audience at the 

right time with the right message! You tell us about 

your perfect consumer and we’ll display your ads on 

a variety of credible and engaging websites that will 

reach your audience in the geographical locations 

that you want! By combining the abilities of site 

retargeting, search retargeting and keyword 

retargeting we can ensure that we help you take full 

advantage of the consumers most likely to convert to 

your customers!
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Email Marketing
Advertising Solutions

Our Email Marketing services and resources combine 

high volume with niche targeting that is extremely 

granular and of high impact! Take advantage of our 

ability to target various customer profiles of your 

business and we’ll create and deploy an email 

marketing campaign that is capable of reaching that 

exact audience on  an even larger and more frequent 

scale than most have the ability to do! Our targeting 

capabilities range from age and geographical location 

to income level and political stance! Great for 

generating new business quickly, gaining more 

market share and driving website traffic immensely!
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Deal Watch
Advertising Solutions

DealWatch is an extremly exclusive promotional 

opportunity that allows you offer a limited time 

discounted product or service to a highly engaged 

audience that is ready to invest with you today! 

DealWatch has an excellent ROI as it has absolutely 

no up-front cost to you and the current retention rate 

for repeat deal watch customers is approximately 

80%! In addition, you’ll also get some added value 

promotional advertising for your business in JSOnline

and in the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel! Great for 

getting customers into your establishments and ready 

to buy today!
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E-Newsletters
Advertising Solutions

E-Newsletter digital display ads allow you to lace your 

brand right next to high value, premium content sent 

to a list of opted-in local and regional consumers 

interested in relative community news content! Our E-

Newsletter placement ads offer great share-of-voice, 

high visibility positioning and MJS has multiple high 

niche E-Newsletters for you to take advantage of!
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Website Development
Advertising Solutions

How your business is portrayed online is vitally 

important to your brand value and customer 

experience. Having a premium website built by us 

enhances your online web presence and augments 

your visitor conversion rate significantly! We’ll work 

closely with you to make sure that we understand 

your customer base, business objectives and goals so 

that we can create a website that compliments your 

brand and reputation online!
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Live Chat
Advertising Solutions

With our Live Chat services we can convert your 

website visitors into qualified leads today! Our team 

of experts will be online 24/7 to ensure that we help 

you generate as much business as possible by 

converting more of your website traffic into paying 

customers and clients! We’ll help you customize a 

script designed to collect important contact 

information so that you can follow up appropriately! 

You’ll also receive a summary of all conversations and 

leads once each chat session ends! 
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Search Engine Marketing (PPC)
Advertising Solutions

Search Engine Marketing (SEM) is by far one of the 

quickest ways to generate high value website traffic 

immediately! Google Adwords and Bing ads are online 

SEM advertising programs that let’s you reach new 

customers and grow your business daily by using a 

method call PPC (pay per click) advertising to maximize 

the effective of your campaign and ROI! These ads 

display at the top and to the right of search engine 

result pages and are highly effective when developed 

and implemented properly.
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Search Engine Marketing (PPC)
Advertising Solutions

MJS will take a deep dive into your business needs 

and conduct thorough research on exactly what 

keywords and phrases consumers are using that are 

relative to your industry and that consumers are 

using to find business just like yours! This is to ensure 

that the keywords that we are utilizing in your SEM 

campaigns are highly targeted, effective and will 

generate the best results possible! Consumers are 

searching on Google constantly in need of local 

business information and insight and it’s of utmost 

important you’re listed properly, represented and 

taking advantage of premium online market share!
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Search Engine Optimization
Advertising Solutions

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) refers to the 

process of affecting the organic listing visibility and 

ranking of a website in search engine result pages. 

SEO involves a combination of offsite and onsite 

optimization techniques that are designed to 

enhance your online web presence via the use of 

content and article submissions, blogging, keyword 

and website auditing and online business profiles.
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Search Engine Optimization
Advertising Solutions

The ultimate goal of SEO is to get your website to 

rank on the first page if not the top of search engine 

result pages! This crucial business elements such as:

✓ Organic Website Traffic

✓ Online Conversion (Sales)

✓ Brand Awareness and Reputation

✓ Phone Calls

✓ In-Store Foot Traffic

✓ High Quality Leads
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Social Media Development
Advertising Solutions

Social Media has become one of the most intimate 

ways to engage with your core customer base and 

potential customers! It helps build a bridge of brand 

loyalty and trust for your target audience and also 

helps them promote and become ambassadors of 

your business! Having a strong social media presence 

and effective social media promotional strategy is an 

important element for connecting with your target 

audience and building a better brand relationship 

with your current customers! 
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Social Media Posting
Advertising Solutions

What you post on Social Media speaks volumes as to 

how you treat and value your customers both online 

and in-person! Content is key and establishing a 

comfortable and informative social media strategy 

around content helps elevate your brand and gives 

authority to your business as being an expert on 

industry related topics that are relative to your 

current and potential customers!
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Social Media Advertising
Advertising Solutions

Social Media advertising can have an immediate impact 

on your brand value and new customer acquisition! 

Advertising on Facebook and Instagram can be 

extremely beneficial when it comes to promoting your 

brand, offers, events or story to a unique, hyper 

targeted audience! The granularity of targeting that 

Facebook ads are capable of are astounding! We can 

help you identify your target audience that is more 

likely to convert to your core business customer and 

advertise to them on Facebook!
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Listing Distribution
Advertising Solutions

Listing Distribution is a fundamental SEO tactic that is 

relevant and recognized by Google as being an 

important aspect as to how you rank on search 

engines! Search engines cross reference your online 

business information with various online directories 

and review sites to determine the accuracy and 

validity of your business. If you have inaccurate or 

inconsistent listing information on the web then 

search engines have a difficult time validating your 

legitimacy and you can potentially lose business! 

With our services we can submit your information to 

the 4 largest online data aggregators on the web and 

over a course of time your accurate online business 

information will be disbursed to various high value 

online directories and sites!
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Review Response
Advertising Solutions

Reviews are important when it comes to have a strong 

and positive online web presence! They also can show up 

in search engine results pages. MJS can help you monitor 

and respond to both negative and positive reviews in a 

timely and appropriate manner so that you can thank 

those who have taken the time to leave you a review that 

is visible to thousands of potential searchers but also to 

address any issues that unhappy customers may have to 

say about your business!
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Press Releases
Advertising Solutions

Press Releases are great for pushing your content out 

to the masses and generating awareness about a 

unique event, product launch or compelling offer 

about your business! They are also a useful tool for 

enhancing your online web presence and aiding your 

SEO efforts!
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600/mo

Listing Distribution

Reputation Monitoring

Visibility Premium

Online Review Response

50K - Targeted Impressions on JSOnline.com

Business Page on JSOnline.com

Social Media Posting Plus

Extended Audience Impressions

Digital Press Release

Promotional Campaign

minimum 4 month commitment

Suggested 

Promotional Campaign
Advertising Solutions

This promotional campaign suggestion is based on 

our conversation with you in regards to meeting your 

business objectives and needs. This suggestion can 

be adjusted to ever further suite or address those 

objectives if needed. The goal is ensure that we help 

you succeed with campaigns that will convert more 

of your target audience prospects to consistent and 

loyal customers!
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600/mo

✓ Listing Distribution

✓ Reputation Monitoring

✓ Visibility Premium

✓ Online Review Response

✓ 50K - Targeted Impressions on 
JSOnline.com

✓ Business Page on JSOnline.com

✓ Social Media Posting Plus

✓ Extended Audience Impressions

✓ Digital Press Release

A

minimum 4 month commitment

800/mo

✓ Listing Distribution

✓ Reputation Monitoring

✓ Visibility Premium

✓ Online Review Response

✓ 50K - Targeted Impressions on 
JSOnline.com

✓ Business Page on JSOnline.com

✓ Social Media Posting Plus

✓ Extended Audience Impressions

✓ Digital Press Release

A

minimum 4 month commitment

1200/mo

✓ Listing Distribution

✓ Reputation Monitoring

✓ Visibility Premium

✓ Online Review Response

✓ 50K - Targeted Impressions on 
JSOnline.com

✓ Business Page on JSOnline.com

✓ Social Media Posting Plus

✓ Extended Audience Impressions

✓ Digital Press Release

A

minimum 4 month commitment
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Why this promotional program:

• Meets the standards of Harley’s 2016 Plans

• Reaches the Demographic and target audience

• Right Message at the right time!

What’s next:

• Contract and IO Signatures

• Creative Development

• Revisions and Approval


